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ANCIENT WISDOM
FOR TODAY

Life as Breath
Ecclesiastes 1:1-11

A Fleet of Ships

» C.S. Lewis uses the analogy
of a fleet of ships sailing
out of the harbour to
suggest three questions for
us to consider

ii. How do they stay shipshape
and avoid sinking? – Individual
Ethics

i. How do they avoid bumping
into each other? – Social Ethics

iii. Why is the fleet at sea in the
first place? – What is our
purpose/mission?

» The book of Ecclesiastes centres
on the third question:

 Why are we here?

 Where am I going?

Our Culture of…
» Diversion – distraction,

focus on lesser concerns

» Indifference – we choose
to not care

» Pursuit of happiness – we
just want to get ahead

The Setting
Ecclesiastes 1:1-2
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» The writer is called the
teacher or preacher (v1)

» Originally assigned to the
wisdom of Solomon (v12)

» “Vanity of vanities, says the
Teacher, vanity of vanities! All
is vanity.“ (v2)

» The central ‘leitmotiv’ is the
word ‘hebel’ (v2)

 Vanity (NRSV & KJV)

 Meaningless (NIV)

 Repetition 38x in book

‘Hebel’
» Has a variety of nuances:

 Wind (1:14)

 Life (3:14)

 Transient/fleeting (11:10)

 Futile (1:17-18)

Underlying Meaning
» Breath character

» Onomatopoeic (sound of
breath)

» Ephemeral/mist/passing (Abel)

» Life passes quickly

» Be present to the moment

The Opening Poem
Ecclesiastes 1:3-11

Two Key Ideas (v3)
» Sets up the direction of the

book

» Introduces key ideas to follow:

1) ‘Gain’

2) ‘Under the sun’
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1. Gain
» Profit, advantage, economic value
» For the writer it raises questions:

 What is the true gain?
 What really counts?
 What matters?
 What is valued?

» It is used to pose an evaluation of
something

2. Under the Sun
» Repeated throughout Ecclesiastes

(30x) - only used in this book

» Speaks to a closed circuit
perspective – a view apart from
God

» New Testament equivalent =
‘world’ (secularism)

Specifics of the Poem
Ecclesiastes 1:4-11

A.Traditional Four Elements

1. Earth (v4)

2. Sun (v5)

3. Wind (v6)

4. Water (v7)

Four Directions Used

» All the earth

» The Sun rises & falls (v5) –
East/West

» The Wind blows (v6) –
North/South

» In themselves there is no true
meaning (v8-11)

» All is wearisome, unsatisfying (v8)

» Due to goalless repetition (v9)

» Nothing fundamentally new –
not speaking about technology

» Generations come & go (v11)

B. No Inherent Meaning
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Take Aways

1. Seize the Moment
» The nature of existence is

fleeting – seize the day

» Be present in the moment –
don’t roll around in the past
or future

» Life is gift now – be present

2. The Closed Circuit
» Life ‘under the sun’ reminds us

that true meaning is  not found
apart from God

» A closed circuit system is
unsatisfying – things, money,
pleasure, work - are all fleeting
and ultimately unsatisfying

» We know it but still play by the
world’s rules

The Treadmill
» Life as a treadmill is unsatisfying

» It is mundane

» ‘I can’t get no satisfaction’
(Rolling Stones)

» The sands of time sweep us
away

3. Living with God

» A life lived open to God
introduces the reality of true
hope

» This theme is introduced later
in the book (12:13)

» We hear this truth
throughout the New
Testament

» Jesus: What profit is there if
you gain the world and lose
your soul? (Mark 8:36)
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So we do not lose heart. Even
though our outer nature is
wasting away, our inner nature
is being renewed day by day.
For this slight momentary
affliction is preparing us for an
eternal weight of glory beyond
all measure,

2 Corinthians 4:16-17

» Life is still hard/challenging

» But we live with a horizon of
hope which transcends the
darkness


